
Check match types.

no

yes!

START HERE

Well done. Pick your 
next most valuable  
keyword.

Is quality score 
above 7/10? yes!

yes!

Pick the keyword that 
gets the most clicks 

and conversions.

no

Check its ad group.

Does ad 
group contain less 

than 10 
keywords?

Restructure the ad group into 
smaller families of no more 
than 10 keywords, less if 
possible.

Quality score is evaluated on 
exact match queries. Add the 
keyword in its exact match 
variation, that’s the one you 
will be monitoring and 
optimizing.

Are you using 
exact match?

no
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Check ad group’s ad 
extensions.

Google’s quality score algorithm rewards 
the use of ad extensions. Use as many of 
them as you can. At the very least, you 
must use “site links“ & “call out” 
extensions. Have them customized to the 
ad group rather than the campaign level 
for increased efficiency.

Check number of ads.

noAre there 2 ads 
running?

If there’s only one ad, write 
another. If there are more than 
2 ads, pause the others and 
only keep the best 2. Split 
testing is a must, and results 
come faster when there’s no 
more than 2 variations.

One click in Tenscores fixes everything above this line. Create your account today.
yes!

Check ad CTR.

no

How do I 
know?

If you’ve done everything above 
and your quality score is still 
below 7/10, then your ad CTR is 
below average. Meaning that 
other advertisers are getting 
higher CTRs than you on the 
same keyword and Google is 
punishing you for it.

Is ad CTR 
above average?

no
Wait until both ads 
have at least 200 

impressions.

Is quality score
 above 7/10?

Do both ads have 
more than 200 
impressions?

no

START AD TEST 

MARATHON

Pause the ad with the 
lower CTR.

Follow the Empathy 
ad writing process. 

CLICK HERE

Write a new ad, then 
wait until the next day.

1

2

3

yes!

DO THIS EVERYDAY UNTIL QUALITY SCORE IS ABOVE 7/10.

Questions & Answers

More about Landing Page Experience?

The landing page is an extension of your best performing ad. The way to improve Landing Page 
Experience starts by finding the ad that has the best click-through-rate, through testing different offers 
and angles. Often times, simply getting an Expected CTR that is above average, is enough to lift 
Landing Page Experience as well. When that doesn’t happen automatically, the next step is match the 
landing page to the offer in the ad so that searchers get as excited about your landing page, as they are 
about your best performing ad.

All my keywords have really low quality scores, will this still work?
If the majority of your keywords have scores below 3/10, and newly added keywords also have low 
scores, then your account and domain name are most likely suffering from a historical problem. Meaning 
that you’ve been advertising on Google with poor performance for such a long time that Google doesn’t 
trust what you’re doing, and so penalizes you by default. The way to solve this problem is to rebuild a 
history of high performance. You do that by focusing on a handful of keywords that you can optimize 
using the flowchart above. It is often advisable to simply work with 1 keyword at a time, then working 
your way slowly to rebuilding a healthy account and domain history. Start with low hanging fruits like 
brand terms and highly specific keywords.

What about statistical significance in the ad marathon? 
The goal of the ad marathon is to increase your quality score. That is accomplished by doubling or 
tripling your ad CTR. Any ad that does not accomplish that goal has failed. We’re looking for ads that 
result in big jumps in CTR, not minor improvements. We’re looking for Black Swans. For that reason, 
200 impressions are more than enough. 

How long does it take to get quality score above 7/10?
It depends. Sometimes, restructuring a campaign (read case study) is all that is required, but most of the 
time dramatically improving your ad CTR is what yields results. You might have to test 20-50 ad 
variations in the beginning before finding the winner, and since you’re writing one ad per day, you’re 
looking at a month or two to optimize just one keyword. This is time very well spent, as it lets you learn 
what makes your market tick. If this process is too time consuming for you, hire a virtual assistant to 
learn it and apply it in your business.

What is Tenscores?
Tenscores is a Google Ads optimization platform. We started with quality score as our first challenge to 
tackle and help our customers never have to worry about it again. As we grow, we intend to automate all 
aspects of Google Ads management. Signup to be part of the journey. 

WARNING!
Do NOT skip 
this step under 
no 
circumstances, 
however tedious 
it might feel.

Are you 
using site links and 

call outs?
Optional

Required!

Check Landing
 Page Experience.

Is 
Landing Page 

Experience below 
average?

Bounce back rate and dwell 
time may affect Landing Page 
Experience. The way to 
influence those is through the 
offer in the ad. The best offer 
influences how people behave 
on your landing page and it’s 
by finding the best offer that 
you can improve LPE (not by 
continuously making changes 
on the landing page itself).

Make sure it’s mobile friendly, 
includes links to privacy policy, 
contact us page and that it 
loads quickly, then… do not 
worry about it, continue the 
process below!

yes!

no

http://tenscores.com/blog/empathy
http://tenscores.com
https://account.tenscores.com/register?lp=qs-flowchart-2017
http://tenscores.com/
https://tenscores.com/blog/10-10-quality-score/
https://woorkup.com/improving-your-adwords-quality-score-overnight-with-tenscores/
https://app.tenscores.com/register?lp=qs-flowchart-2017
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2375499?hl=en

